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visited my Russian emigrant friends in Paris, Alexander
Guchkov, now, alas, dead, asked me to address a gathering
of Russians of the most different views. I agreed to
open a discussion, and to put them a question. After
reviewing the sitiJation which I have here described, I
put my question : *6 Which do you like best or least:
that Hitler should make a successful invasion of Russia
or that the Soviet Government should succeed in defend-
ing it ? " " You have set us a hard question/' they said,
" and we are very much divided about it/* and then they
proceeded to give their different answers. What became
obvious at once was that all the more reasonable among
them, for instance, Milyukov and Kerensky, were loyal
Russians, and gave the answer which the true mother
gives in the judgment of Solomon.
In 1934, and again in 1935,1 was asked by the Confer-
ence of University Teachers of Russian in British
Universities, which meets at our School every year, to
approach the Soviet Ambassador on the possibility of
renewing educational relations between the two countries.
I found Mr. Maisky both sympathetic and helpful. I
applied for a visa in July* There was a long delay, during
which my " criminal past" was no doubt being con-
sidered, but towards the end of September the visa was
granted. I was then at the beginning of a new university
term ; but I was glad of the interval, which gave me time
to prepare my visit on all sides; and in the end I went
with a clear and detailed educational programme, which
would serve very well as a test of the desire in Soviet
Russia for more cordial relations.
May I again say how grateful I am to Adolf Hitler.

